Abstract-A greedy technique is proposed to construct parsimonious kernel classifiers using the orthogonal forward selection method and boosting based on Fisher ratio for class separability measure. Unlike most kernel classification methods, which restrict kernel means to the training input data and use a fixed common variance for all the kernel terms, the proposed technique can tune both the mean vector and diagonal covariance matrix of individual kernel by incrementally maximizing Fisher ratio for class separability measure. An efficient weighted optimization method is developed based on boosting to append kernels one by one in an orthogonal forward selection procedure. Experimental results obtained using this construction technique demonstrate that it offers a viable alternative to the existing state-of-the-art kernel modeling methods for constructing sparse Gaussian radial basis function network classifiers that generalize well.
I. INTRODUCTION
A fundamental principle in practical nonlinear data modeling is the parsimonious principle of ensuring the smallest possible model that explains the training data. Recently, the state-of-the-art kernel modeling techniques, such as the support vector machine (SVM) and relevant vector machine (RVM) [1] - [3] , have widely been adopted in classification applications to construct sparse classifiers that generalize well. Alternatively, a greedy technique can be applied to construct parsimonious classifiers by incrementally maximizing Fisher ratio of class separability measure in an orthogonal forward selection (OFS) procedure [4] , [5] . In most of the existing sparse kernel construction techniques, a fixed common variance is used for all the kernels and the kernel centers or means are placed at the training input data.
We present a flexible construction method for parsimonious classifier modeling. The proposed algorithm tunes both the mean vector and diagonal covariance matrix of individual kernel by incrementally maximizing the Fisher ratio of class separability measure in an OFS procedure. To incrementally append the classifier's kernels one by one, a weighted optimization search algorithm is developed, which is based on the idea from boosting [6] - [8] . Because kernel means are not restricted to the training input data and each kernel term has an individually tuned diagonal covariance matrix, our method can produce very sparse classifiers. The proposed weighted optimization algorithm is simple, robust, and easy to implement. Experimental results are included to demonstrate the effectiveness of this incremental OFS construction algorithm with boosting (OFSwB) optimization for constructing Gaussian radial basis function network classifiers. 
with orthogonal columns that satisfy p T i pj = 0, if i 6 = j. The model (3) can alternatively be expressed as
where the weight vector
T for the orthogonal model satisfies the triangular system Aw = . A sparse k-term classifier model can be selected by incrementally maximizing a class separability measure in an OFS procedure [4] , [5] . Fisher ratio, 1 defined as the ratio of the interclass difference and the intraclass spread, in the direction of p k is given by [9] 
At the kth stage of incremental modeling, the kth term is selected to maximize the Fisher ratio (11) . However, unlike the original OFS procedure [4] , [5] , which restricts the choice of the kernel center k to the training data points and uses a fixed common variance, the maximization here is with respect to the mean vector k and the diagonal covariance matrix 6 k of the kth kernel term. The forward selection procedure is terminated at the kth stage if
is satisfied, where the small positive scalar is a chosen tolerance that determines the sparsity of the selected classifier model. The appropriate value for is problem dependent and has to be found empirically. Alternatively, cross-validation can be employed to terminate the OFS procedure. The least square solution for the corresponding sparse classifier weight vector w k is readily available given the least square solution of k .
III. WEIGHTED OPTIMIZATION WITH BOOSTING
It can be seen that at each incremental modeling stage, the basic task is to maximize the Fisher ratio criterion F k (u) over u 2 U, where the vector u contains the kernel mean vector and the diagonal covariance matrix 6. This task may be carried out by some global optimization methods, such as the genetic algorithm [10] , [11] and adaptive simulated annealing [12] , [13] . These standard global optimization methods are, however, computationally very expensive. Let us consider a simple search method to perform this optimization. Given s points of u; ui for 1 i s, let u best = arg maxfF k (ui); 1 i sg and u worst = arg minfF k (u i ); 1 i sg. An (s+1)th point u s+1 is first generated by a weighted convex combination of u i ; 1 i s. An (s+2)th value us+2 is then generated as the mirror image of us+1, with respect to u best , along the direction defined by u best 0 u s+1 . The best of u s+1 and u s+2 then replaces u worst . The process is repeated until it converges. A simple illustration is depicted in Fig. 1 for a one-dimensional case, where there are s = 3 points, u 1 ; u 2 and u 3 , and u best = u 2 and u worst = u 3 . The fourth value u 4 is a weighted combination of u1; u2; and u3, and u5 is the mirror image of u4 with respect to u 2 . As u 4 is better than u 5 , it will replace u 3 . Clearly, how the weighted combination is performed is crucial. The weightings for u i ; 1 i s, should reflect the "goodness" of u i and, moreover, the process should be capable of self-learning or adapting these weightings. This is exactly the basic idea of boosting [6] - [8] . Specifically, we combine the AdaBoost algorithm of [6] with the aforementioned simple search strategy to form a weighted search routine. This weighted search routine performs a guided random search with a population of s members u i ; 1 i s, and the solution obtained may depend on the initial choice of population. To derive a robust algorithm that is independent of the initial choices of population and to improve the probability of achieving a global optimal solution, we adopt a strategy of repeating the weighted search routine with an elitist initialization of the population, namely, each repeat or generation of the weighted search will start by retaining the solution found in the previous generation and filling the rest of the population randomly. The resulting weighted optimization algorithm, referred to as the OFSwB, is summarized as follows, given the training data fx l ; c l g 
B. Inner Loop: Weighted Search Routine
Step 1) Boosting. Step 2) Parameter updating.
1) Construct the (s+1)th point using the formula
2) Construct the (s+2)th point using the formula u s+2 = u best + (u best 0 u s+1 ):
3) Orthogonalize these two candidate model columns and compute their losses.
4) Choose a better (smaller loss value) point from us+1 and u s+2 to replace u worst . Repeat from Step 1) with t = t + 1 until the (s+1)th value changes very little compared with the last round or a preset maximum number of iterations has been reached.
C. End of Inner Loop
From the converged population of s points, find i k = argminfJ Repeat from outer loop until l = L max .
D. End of Outer Loop
This determines the kth kernel's mean vector and diagonal covariance matrix or selects the kth kernel term.
The important algorithmic parameters that need to be chosen appropriately are the population size s and the number of generations L max .
The population size depends on the dimension of u and the objective function to be optimized. This is very similar to the choice of population size in the genetic algorithm. The number of generations should be chosen sufficiently large for the algorithm to search for a global minimum but not too large, which may incur unnecessary computation.
Again, the appropriate value for L max depends on the dimension of u and how hard is the objective function to be optimized. Also the choice of s has some influence on the choice of L max . Generally, these two algorithmic parameters have to be found empirically.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The synthetic two-class problem and Diabetes in Pima Indians, taken from [14] , were used to investigate the proposed OFSwB algorithm. 2 
A. Synthetic Data
The dimension of the feature space was m = 2. The training set contained 250 samples and the test set had 1000 points. The optimal Bayes error rate for this example is around 8%. With a population size s = 21 and the number of generations Lmax = 20, we applied the OFSwB algorithm to the 250-sample training set. Fig. 2 depicts the training and test error rates versus the size of the selected classifier. The decision boundaries of the two-term, four-term, six-term, and ten-term classifiers are illustrated in Fig. 3(a)-(d) , respectively. The decision boundary of the eight-term classifier, not shown here, is almost identical to that of the four-term classifier. The result of Fig. 2 indicates that the four-term classifier is sufficient, and the selection procedure for this four-term classifier is summarized in Table I . Note that the four-term classifier constructed by the OFSwB algorithm achieved the optimal 2 The data sets were obtained from http://www.stats.ox.ac.uk/PRNN/ Bayes classification performance. Tipping [3] applied the SVM and RVM to this data set and only used 100 random selected samples from the 250-points training data set in training. The results given in [3] are compared with our result in Table II .
B. Pima Diabetes Data
The dimension of the input space was m = 7, the training data set contained 200 samples and the test data set had 332 samples. With a population size s = 61 and the number of generations Lmax = 20 for the OFSwB algorithm, Fig. 4 shows the training and test error rates versus the size of the selected classifier, which clearly indicates that a four-term classifier is sufficient. Table III compares the performance of the selected four-term classifier with those obtained by the SVM and RVM methods, quoted from [3] .
V. CONCLUSION
A novel algorithm has been proposed for the construction of parsimonious kernel classifiers using the orthogonal forward selection with boosting based on Fisher ratio for class separability measure. The proposed algorithm has the ability to tune both the mean vector and diagonal covariance matrix of individual kernel to incrementally maximize Fisher ratio for class separability measure. A weighted optimization search method has been developed based on boosting to append classifier kernels one by one in an orthogonal forward regression procedure. Experimental results presented have demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed technique.
